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MIROSLAV FIEDLER 
(Received July 28, 1978) 
A number of algorithms have been developed to find eigenvalues of a tridiagonal 
matrix numerically. A survey is given in [1], other appeared later [2], [3]. We shall 
present here a simple explicit formula which can be used to diminish the order of 
the tridiagonal matrix by one if one eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector 
are known (without destroying the tridiagonal shape). Combined with some algo­
rithm for computing an eigenvalue and the eigenvector (in the symmetric case for the 
nonnegative tridiagonal matrix or an M-matrix), one obtains a method for theoretical 
computing all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of such a matrix. 
We shall present this formula in two cases: the symmetric case and the more general 
nonsymmetric case in which the non-zero entries above the diagonal are normalized 
to — 1. To the latter case, any tridiagonal irreducible matrix can be brought by a dia­






be a (complex) tridiagonal matrix for which fit =1= 0, i = 1, ..., n — 1. If u = 
= (i/j, ..., un)
T is an eigenvector of A then v = (vl9 ..., vn)
T with 
(2) vk = pkpk+x . . . A . - - " * , fc = 1, ..., n - 1 , vn = un 
is the (up to a non-zero factor unique) eigenvector of AT corresponding to the same 
eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is simple if and only if 
(3) 
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ïßkßk + 1-ßn-lUÌ + 0 
Proof. Let u correspond to the eigenvalue p so that 
Au = pu . 
The matrix A — pi has rank n — 1 so that to /<, u is the only linearly independent 
eigenvector. Therefore, AT has also only one linearly independent eigenvector 
corresponding to p. However, it is easily checked that the vector v defined by (2) is 
a non-zero vector which satisfies 
Arv = pv . 
The well known Schur lemma [4] states then that in such a situation, p is a simple 
eigenvalue of A if and only if vTu =f= 0. This yields exactly the condition (3). 
Theorem 1. Let A be the tridiagonal matrix from (l) for which /?,- + 0, i = 
= 1, . . . , n — 1. Let Y — (y/) oe a column eigenvector of A such that yf =)= 0, i = 
= 1, . . . , / i . Then all the remaining eigenvalues of A coincide with those of the 
(n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix 
(4) 
ß = 
~ßn «2, - " , 
"A,- 3, Я „ _ 2 , L 
— pn _ 2 , a„ _ j 
where 
(5) a f = a f + 1 + y/+]/yf - y/ + 2/y/ + i - ř = U •••. и - 2 
a „ - i = ofAI + yjy,,-! , 
Ѓ І = ßiУiУi + гjУÌ+i i = 1, ..., и - 2 . 
If z = (z f) is c/n eigenvector of A linearly independent of y therc the vector 
P = (Pil 
(6) Pi = y/+i(Z;/yi ~ Zi+i/y/+i) , I = 1, . . . , W - 1 
is a corresponding eigenvector of B. If y corresponds to a simple eigenvalue of A, 
i.e. if 
(7) _ & . . . / V i A 2 * 0 , 
/c = l 
then conversely, to an eigenvector p = (p1? . . . ,p„-i)
T of B, z = (z 1 ? ..., z„)
T is 
a corresponding eigenvector of A where 
(8) 
j - 1 л - 1 
гj = yj Z -?лPл + yj E tf*/7*' у = i , . . . , п , 
Л = l k=j 
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with 




j = fc + 1 
> w . _ l^A+i •••P,,-,y]. fc = i «• 
Moreover, the common eigenvalues of both matrices A and B have the same multi­
plicities. 
Remark . The diagonal entries 6tt of the matrix B can also be expressed as 
(10) &t = y/+1/j+ + /V,/y; + i + *> ' = -,.••,« - 1, 
where A is the eigenvalue of A corresponding to the eigenvector y. 
Proof. Let us show7 first the equivalence of (10) in the remark. If i = 1. . 




« І + I ~ yi + 2/yi+i + yi+i/yi = yi + i/yi + ßiУiІУi+i + A 
«лyл ~ ßn-lУn-l = Һm 
*n + yл/yл-l = yл/yи-l + ßn-íУn-llУn + '-
as well and the assertion follows. 
Let us show now that the matrix A — ?J can be written in the form 






A - XI = PQ 
. . . 0, 
0, 

















- 1 , .. . o, 0 
0, o, 0, . . . - 1 , 
o, o. 0, . . Уn 
Уn-X 
- 1 
thus P is n x (n — 1), Q is (n — 1) x /?. All off-diagonal entries of the matrix PQ 
are evidently equal to the corresponding off-diagonal entries of A — XI. However, 
since (A — XI) y = 0 as well as Qy = 0 and thus PQy = 0, the diagonal entries 
of both matrices also coincide. 
It is easily seen by (10) that the product R = QP is equal to the matrix B — XI: 
(12) R = B - ÅI 
Let now /i be an eigenvalue of A corresponding to a vector z, linearly independent 
of y: 
Az = Dz. 
By ( i t ) , 
PQz = (/( -X)z. 
The vector p defined in (6) satisfies 
and is different zero. Therefore 
(13) Pp = (it 
It follows 
Q* 
/. z . 
so that, by (12), 
Rp = QPp = (/t - Я) Qz = (/( - A) p 
ß p = /ip 
The proof of the first part is complete. 
To prove the second part, assume first that all eigenvalues of A are simple. Then it 
is easily seen that the formula (6) yields n — 1 linearly independent eigenvectors of B 
corresponding to the remaining (linearly independent) eigenvectors of A. Moreover, 
the correspondence between the eigenvectors z of A and p of B is one-to-one. To 
compute the vector z from the vector p, observe that z satisfies the condition 
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where v is the eigenvector of AT corresponding to the same eigenvalue as y. By the 
Lemma, v = (vl9 ..., v„)
T is given by (2) so that z satisfies 
t p k P k + 1 . . . p H - i y k z k ^ 0 . 
k=i 
Now the following proposition is easily proved. 
Proposition 1. Let n be an integer, n g: 2, let the numbers ax,...,an satisfy 
n 
£ &} + 0. Then the system of linear equations 
1 = i 
xi ~~ xi+i = ui > i = 1, . . . , w — 1 , 
has t/ie unique solution 
where 
Z M І X І = ° 
j - l п - l 
*I = Z r/A + Z Һuk 
k=l k=j 
k n n n 
rk = - Z *y/Z fly > 5* = Z fly/Z a 1 -
y = i ; = i 7 =fe+i y = i 
fe - l,...,n - 1 . 
Setting ak = A ... ^ - j y ^ , fe = 1, ..., n, ut- - Pf/yi+1, Of - ^/y f + 1, cr, = s,/^ l+1, 
i = \, ..., n — 1, the condition Z aj + 0 being satisfied, we obtain that (8) and (9) 
j = i 
yields the unique (up to a factor) and non-zero vector z corresponding to p. 
It remains to prove the second part for the case that not all eigenvalues of A are 
simple. It follows from the Lemma that there exists a sequence of matrices {_AJ fL x such 
that A is the limit of Ah each matrix At is tridiagonal of the form (1), has simple 
eigenvalues and an eigenvector y ( , ) with non-zero coordinates which satisfies (8) and 
converges to y if i -> co. 
It follows from (5) that the corresponding matrices B- converge to the matrix B 
corresponding to A. Moreover, the vectors p ( 0 from (6) are defined and converge 
as soon as z ( l ) converge. Therefore, the multiplicities of the common eigenvalues 
of A and B coincide and even the formulas (8) and (9) hold. The proof is complete. 
In the sequel, we shall use the notion of an M-matrix (or, equivalently, of the 
matrix of class K [5]). As is well known [5], such a matrix is characterized by the 
fact that all the off-diagonal entries are nonpositive and one of the following proper-
ties holds: 
1° Ax > 0 for some nonnegative vector x; 
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2° all real eigenvalues of A are positive; 
3° j-V1 exists and is nonnegative; 
in the case that A is irreducible, we have another condition: 
4° Ax ^ 0, Ax 4= 0 for some positive vector x. 
To an M-matrix, a positive eigenvalue co exists such that Re X > co for any eigen-
value and co corresponds to a nonnegative eigenvector. If A is an irreducible M-matrix 
then co is simple and the corresponding nonnegative eigenvector is even positive. 
Moreover, this is the only nonnegative eigenvector of A. Now we are able to prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let A be defined by (1), let Pt > 0, i = 1, ..., n — 1 and let y = (y.) 
be a positive eigenvector of A corresponding to a positive eigenvalue co. Then A is 
an M-matrix and the matrix B defined by (4) and (5) has the property that 6 — col 
is an M-matrix as well. In fact, (B — col) u _ 0 where u is the positive vector 
« = (i/j 'i , Pily2, PyPijy,, ...,fitP2 •••P„-2lyn-1)
T. 
Proof. It follows from condition 1° that A is a (nonsingular) M-matrix since 
Ay = coy, co > 0, y > 0. The matrix B — col is then also a nonsingular M-matrix 
since it has also all off-diagonal entries nonpositive and all its real eigenvalues — 
being equal to a- — co where a, are eigenvalues of A different from co — are positive. 
Another method how to prove this fact is by 4°, to show the last assertion. Let u 
be the vector defined there. Observe that the k-th diagonal entry of B satisfies not only 
&k = *k+l + y/c+l/yfc - y/t + 2/yfc+l , 
A „ - l = an + y„/y*-l • 
but also 
&k = a> + y/t+i/y* + /Wyfc + i , fc = 1, ••-, 
It follows that, for the vector u defined above, 
i . 
( ß - 0)1) u 
'y l + ^ l y l / y 2 , " I , 
•ßiУiУзІУÌ УìІУг + ßгУiІУз, 







which is nonnegative as asserted (B is irreducible). 
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Theorem 3. Let 
(14) a,, -y, , 
- ľ n a2> - ľ 2 , 




be a tridiagonal matrix, yt > 0, i = I, ..., /? — 1. Let y = (y,, ..., v,.)
T be a positive 
eigenvector of A corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of A. Then the remaining 
eigenvalues of A coincide with the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix 
( 1 5 ) « i . - ľ n 
-ľп-2 
и'/?еге а,- = а 1 + 1 + У;У;+1/у; - у,-+1 Г/- + 2/3
,/+ ц - = К •••, и - 2, 
(iб) 
(17) 
a « - j - a » + 7 « - i y n / y i i - j > 
7/ = (Vi7i + i y i y i + 2 / y 2 + i ) 1 / 2 > < = 1, ••-, « - 2 . 
r„)T is On eigenvector of A linearly independent of y then p 
/ / - = ( - • , 
= (pj, ..., P„_,)T is the eigenvector of B corresponding to the same eigenvalue 
where 
(18) /'i = (ľď,,vi+))'
/2-(-ďГ1 
Conversely, to an eigenvector p = (p,, 
responding eigenvector of A where 
У7+\), I = !,...,« - 1 . 
p „ _ l )









k=J ^(УкУкУк + i) ř = * + 1 
_ rf. 
Proof. Let us find a diagonal matrix D = diag {</,, ..., dn] such that DAD
 3 is 
normalized as in (1). 
Since the entries (1, 2), (2, 3), ...,(ti - 1, n) of DAD" 1 should be - 1 , we have 
(20) d^td7+\ = 1, / = 1, ...,/i - 1 
or, if we set d, = 1, 
(21) dt = 7 l. ... y/-! , / = 2, . . . ,/?. 
Considering the entries (2, l), (3, 2), ..., (n, n — 1), we obtain di+lytd7
{ = /^, 
whence 
ľ,2 = ß , i ..., n 
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Moreover, the eigenvector y of A corresponds to the eigenvector Dy of DAD *, 
and similarly for z. By Theorem 1, the remaining eigenvalues of A except that cor-
responding to y coincide with those of the matrix corresponding to DAD ' in (2). 
Denote by B the matrix from (4) and (5). Since jit is positive, we can find a diagonal 
(n - 1) by (n - 1) matrix H = diag {h,, ..., /?,,_,} such that B = HBH x is already 
symmetric. These numbers hi should satisfy 
hih;+\ = ^ + i / 5 ^ r 1 • 
If we denote this common value by % and set hn_ , = 1, we obtain 
(22) hk = ykyk+\ ••• y n - 2 
and 
k = fk • 
We shall thus set yk as the positive square root: 
(23) % = v/(ft). 
Let us show now that the matrix B = HBH x coincides with the matrix B in (15). 
From (5) we obtain, having in mind that the y/s from (5) are coordinates of the 
vector Dy, dt given by (21): 
% = sj(Pk) = (Pkdkykdk+2yk+2l(dk+iyk+i)
2y/2 = 
= ( y k y k + 1 yky
jk + 2 / y\+1) » 
i.e. (17). 
The diagonal entries ak of B are the same as thediagonal entries of B. Using again 
the formulae (5), we obtain 
a* = xk+x + di+xyi+x\(diy^) - di + 2yi + 2\(di+1yi+1), k = 1 n - 2 , 
an_. = a„ + c/wy„/(dw-.iJ'w-i). 
Using (21), this yields (16). 
Now let z be an eigenvector of 4 linearly independent of y. Then Dz is the cor-
responding eigenvector of the matrix DAD'1. By (6), the eigenvector p = (pt) of B 
has coordinates 
P/ = ^ / + i y / + i ( z / / y / ~ z / + i / y / + i ) -
Since B = HBH x has eigenvector p = Hp, we obtain from (21) and (22) for 
P = (P/) 
Pi = h/Pi = yl ?2 ••• >'i?iVi+l ••• / ( . - 2 y / + l ( Z / / y i ~~ Z£+1 />'»+1) -
which yields, after dividing by y, ... yn_2 \ ()
;n-i3'///yn-i)5
 t n e formula (18). 
The converse follows from (18). All eigenvalues being simple by Lemma, the cor-
respondence between the eigenvectors z of A and p of B is one-to-one. 
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If we denote, for a moment, by p = (/?,-) the eigenvector of the normalized matrix 
.8 = H lBH^ we have 
(24) Pi-yPi. 
hi 
Similarly, if y = (y,) and z = (z t) are eigenvectors of the normalized matrix DAD
1, 
we have 
yj = dflj> 
zy = d y z 7 . 
Therefore, using (8), we obtain 
j-l n - l 
SJ = h Z && + yi Z ^A 
fc = 1 fe = j 
where 
1 k Qk= ~ zr— Z y) • •• Tn
2-i7? • • • y2-iyj 
yfe+iI=i 
which can be written as 
Qk = c(~ 7 ^ Іyl), k=l,.. 
V 4 + i y f c + i 1 = 1 / 
n - î 
C being independent of k; similarly 
-J - ï ri) 
+ iУk + u'=k+ì / 
with the same C. By (24), leaving out the constant C, 
*, = -yj I T-/1— I ^2 + yj I r 7 - — I >>
2. 
fc=1 M/c+iy / t+i ' = 1 fc=1 Mfc+iyik+i <=fc+1 
j = l , . . . , n - 1 . 
From (22), (21) and (17), one gets (leaving out another factor independent of j) 
(19). The proof is complete. 
Let us conclude with an analogue of Theorem 2 for symmetric tridiagonal matrices. 
Theorem 4. Let A be given by (14), let yt > 0, i = 1, . . . , n — 1 and /et y = (y7) 
be a positive eigenvector of A corresponding to a positive eigenvalue co. Then A 
is an M-matrix and the matrix B defined by (15), (16) and (17) has the property 
that B — col is an M-matrix as well. Moreover, (B — col) u _- 0 where u is the 
positive vector u = ((y1y1y2)~
1 / 2 , (y2y2y3)
_1/2, • •-, (y«-iy«-iy„)""1/2)T-
The p roof follows for instance from Theorem 2 by transforming the vectors u, y 
and the numbers f}t using the formulae pt = y
2, (21), (22) and (17). 
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S o u h r n 
VZOREC PRO DEFLACI TŘÍDIAGONÁLNÍCH MATIC 
MIROSLAV F I E D L E R 
Jsou uvedeny explicitní vzorce, jimiž ze znalosti jednoho jednoduchého vlastního 
čísla a odpovídajícího vlastního vektoru třídiagonální matice řádu n lze vypočíst 
opět třídiagonální matici řádu n — 1, jejíž vlastní čísla jsou totožná se zbylými 
vlastními čísly původní matice. Rovněž jsou uvedeny vzorce pro vzájemné převádění 
zbylých vlastních vektorů původní matice a vlastních vektorů nové matice. Pro 
speciální případ třídiagonální M-matice a kladného vlastního vektoru je získaná 
matice opět M-maticí. 
Authoťs address: Prof. Dr. Miroslav Fiedler, DrSc., Matematický ústav ČSAV, Žitná 25, 
115 67 Praha 1. 
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